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How do you react when you see your child’s writing on the wall ? 

I have a tendency to feel like I must have my house like a museum. 
In such order if the door bell rang it would be like walking into 
Coastal Livings best. 

I have learned however after all these years of keeping my house 
like a museum was only possible when we were never home 
because we were crazy busy supporting the museum ( house). Of 
course there were no messes and all the walls gleamed just as if the 
designer had just finished her touches! 

 The only person it was impressing was me ! The pressure to keep 
up with it was only causing me stress and missing the best years of 
my child’s Life. They desired for me to just be with them and play. 

After all, when its all said and done, when facing one of those life 
altering moments or they are all grown up,  wouldn't you love to 
have all those hours/years back you spent keeping up your 
museum? When the best choice would be to enjoy your growing 
garden of children around you .
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Leave the marks on the 
wall not on their Heart 
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I titled this message, Leave the marks on the wall not on the heart 
because we can have a tendency to react in such a way that will 
hurt the child for years to come vs the mark on the wall that will 
wash away, but the hurt in the heart does not so easily …. So I 
Encourage you, the next time you see crayon marks, drawings, 
carpet spills or whatever is marked up that obviously shouldn't be, 
stop and think…Leave the mark on the wall and not on their heart. 

Besides its kind cute to have this new artwork .

From Corporate die hard to Mommie’s Freedom !! Homeschooling, 
Traveling and Helping others reach freedom.
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